F3 PENANNULAR BROOCHES
A. Castlebawn, Co. Kildare, Cat. No. 4
B, C. Co. Offaly, Ballinderry Grannóg No. 2, Cat. No. 5

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXIII (1989)
THE ALFRED JEWEL
A. General view. Actual overall dimensions 62 x 31 mm
B. Detail of marks on the upper edge of the crystal, face A
C. Detail of marks on the side of the crystal, face B

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXIII (1989)
Pbk.: G. A. K. KORNBLUTH, ALFRED JEWEL
THE ALFRED JEWEL

A, B. Details of a chip on the side of the crystal, face B
C. Detail of the tip of the crystal, face E
D. Detail of the tip of the crystal, face F
LÜBECK (F.R.G.)

A. Alstrasse/Fischstrasse merchants' quarter. Wooden cellar of a tower-like 'Caminata', late 12th century
B. Kleine Burgstrasse 22, so-called Craven-Konvent of the Beguin order, from 1282
C. Mengstrasse. Several examples of the Diedenhof, 16th century

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXIII (1989)
Part of map of 1596 showing land at High Wycombe and St Margaret's Hospital. *Havenden map IV: 14*, reproduced by kind permission of the Warden and Fellows of All Souls College, Oxford.
TINTERN ABBEY
A. The aisled hall from the west
B. F28 (bowl hearth) from the south
C. F24 (?saw-pit) and F23 and F45 (aisle-post bases) from the north. Scales 1.5m and 0.5m
TINTERN ABBEY
A. F78 (hearth) from the south
B. F113 (kiln and bell mould) from the east
A-C. GILT-SILVER BROOCH FROM EASTRY, KENT
Anglo-Saxon supporting-arm brooch fragment: A, viewed obliquely from above; B, head-plate end; C, foot-plate end. Scale 1:1

D. RING-BROOCH AND PENANNULAR BROOCH PIN FROM KELVEDON, ESSEX
Scale 1:1

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXIII (1989)
THE MELLALER WORKSHOPS, TRONDHEIM

A. F-Site, NW. quadrant, looking north; early workshop levels with room (foreground) and complex of intercut pits and hearths, including K22; ranging rod lies on oblique WNW.-ESE. wall-line, pad stones for later structure in situ; to north, neighbouring room area, with post-pits on NE.-SW. wall-line

B. K3 hearth complex, looking west, with sand-filled (?)bellows-pit in foreground and collapsed stone chamber behind

C. K3 hearth complex; stone chamber reconstructed (looking east, internal dimensions approx. 0.25m x 0.35m)

D. K53, looking west; collapsed stone-built (?)hearth

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXIII (1989)
A. CHESTER, NICHOLAS STREET MEWS EXCAVATION
Late medieval building constructed over filled-in cisterns

B. CARLISLE, CUMBRIA
Jet crucifix from Carlisle Cathedral
A. 274–296 BISHOPS GATE, CITY OF LONDON
Medieval tile with figure, perhaps a 'green man', the owner of the property, or even a tiler.
Size 230 × 230 mm

B. PHOENIX BREWERY SITE, HASTINGS, EAST SUSSEX
Late medieval barrel-lined well with withies behind.
Scale 0.4 m